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About This Game

Grab your couch and your friends and get ready to lance a lot. Lance A Lot® is a fast-paced local multiplayer game about
jousting. Except you’re on rockets. Because let’s face it, knights on rockets are way cooler. And if anyone says otherwise, then

challenge them to a duel and prove them wrong!

Glorious Features

Lance A Lot! You have a rocket lance that you can poke your friends with to cause a one hit kill. Or fire it from your
hands to skewer them to the wall. We're pretty sure your friend deserved it.

SMASH. EVERYTHING. You have a Rocket Hammer to bash each other with. Smack them into things, take out all that
internal aggression on the controller.

Interact with your environment. Bash rockets for an excessive amount of explosions. Don't like trees? Yeah, no one
does, so break them with your hammer. You also have Holy Hand Grenades. Throw them. Throw all of them.

Change your playstyle with 4 different game modes and 6 different rulesets. You can fight over territory in King of the
Hill until everyone is yelling at each other, or smack each other out of the arena in Sumo. We're pretty sure that's how
rockets work.

Play solo against AI. They're pretty smart. A little too smart. Suspiciously smart.
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Title: Lance A Lot: Enhanced Edition
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Brimstone
Publisher:
Brimstone
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core i3 6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 520 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox or XInput controllers for each player is recommended (keyboard supports 1 player)

English,French,Italian,German,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Dutch,Swedish,Japanese
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You know guys, there's a world beyond qwerty layouts.
Your game is utterly unplayable on my keyboard.

Worst thing is that there is a rebind screen, but the movement keys are not there.

Utterly silly.

Couldn't play the game so I'm giving a thumbs down because it's your fault.. i did not like this very much because it required
time management that put a lot of stress on me!. Far inferior to castles one. The additional features (regions and intruige) just
have you staring at a screen, waiting for progress bars.. fine puzzle game, lot of gameplay for little money. really enjoying the
game, but 80% is locked behind DLC. I've completed the regular game. Now it's just play the same tracks, try and find a game
online, or do the weekly challenge. bummer..

maybe i was drunk or someone peed in my cereal that morning, but i was wrong about the DLC. this game is allotta fun. is there
a secret to finding multiplayer matches, though?. Leaving Lyndow is very short story of Clara, a graduate student who finally
becomes a member of expedition guild. She needs to prepare her stuffs and say goodbye to everyone before leaving Lyndow.

The game set in a small part of Eastshade universe which being developed. Semi-realistic alternative world, unique character
design and architecture with beautiful soundtracks. Each area allows you to explore and interact with people and object to
understand Clara’s backstory. The game also delivers sensation of being mature and accepts the change of life.

Although, there are few interaction and some areas have high contrast lighting (well, at least for me). Leaving Lyndow feels like
a prologue of main journey in Eastshade. Demand you for more of world exploration and Clara’s journey. It left a bitter taste in
my mouth, but somehow felt warmth and relax from inside.

I recommend to anyone who love interactive and exploration first person or grab product on sale if you feel uncomfortable with
its content. Plus, you get eight relaxing soundtracks for free.

You can follow the news of Eastshade from here: http://www.eastshade.com/. The game is like a standalone version of Prop
Hunt in Garry's Mod except every kind of hunter has unique powers and the hiders have ways to mess with the hunters, a lot of
fun with friends. I wouldn't buy if you play online by yourself as the game is old and not that many people play it anymore.
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A neat little Inception-esque puzzle box.. When I start it, it won't even get past the loading screen before freezing up entirely and
eventually crashing. Please fix it. I paid good money for this.

Only reason I'm recommending this, is because Beat Hazard is one of my favorite games, and I'm doing this out of respect for
the creator.. Bla bla bla fallout F2P bla bla bla time consuming and to finish it off bla bla bla you can't even tell the difference
between mutants and the players who actually play this game. Very good game, I would recommend it to everyone who is
looking for somewhat mindless action and a lot of explosions throughout the gameplay.. Made that red haired girl fall into a pit
of zombies 10/10
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